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The practice items provided here are fairly basic. ESL Printable Vocabulary Worksheets, Picture Dictionaries, Matching Exercises, Word Search Puzzles, Crossword Puzzles, Missing Letters in Words and Unscramble the Words Exercises, Multiple Choice Tests, Flashcards, Vocabulary Learning Cards, ESL Fidget Spinner and Dominoes Games, English
Language Learning Resources for kids, teenagers, adults, parents and teachers. Assign students to rewrite the following sentences using possessive pronouns. You can’t have (my, mine) cookie. The possessive pronouns used for the subject pronoun "you" are your and yours. For an educational worksheet that helps students practice their skills with
possessive pronouns, download the worksheet below. The correct answers are bold. We provide esl printable flashcards both with words and without words, Vocabulary Learning Cards and Dominoes Games. Look at his hat. When teachers use flashcards in classroom activities, the students are more likely to have more fun and they can memorize the
new words more easily. Is this (your, yours) coat? Each resource also comes in user-friendly A4 PDF format with full teacher’s notes and answer keys.
(Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar Quiz
Possessive Adjectives & Pronouns / Subject & Object Pronouns16 multiple-choice questions; with ANSWER KEY and percentage
conversion chartIntermediate LevelApproximately 15 minutes Download the PDF file by clicking on the goldbutton below! Grammar Crossword
Possessive Adjectives & Pronouns / Subject & Object Pronouns32 word items; with ANSWER KEY Approximately 30 minutesIntermediate Level Download the PDF file by clicking on the
goldbutton below! ACTIVITY SUGGESTION
Have your learners follow up this activity by writing a short story using at least 5 or 10 of these words. For this exercise, put a list of the possessive pronouns (my, mine, your, yours, his, her, hers, our, ours, its, their, theirs) on the board. cartoon children holding hands with possessive
pronoun banner While the printable worksheet provided below has more practice exercises, there are a few basic items you can use with your class if you prefer not to use the full worksheet. The resources we offer can be developed into complete lessons, used to introduce or reinforce language, or used for extra practice or revision. The teaching
activities are flexible enough to be easily incorporated into any lesson plan. The activities focus on the basics of possessive pronouns, including how they should be used in simple sentences. Once students have mastered these activities, further expand their skills with additional possessive pronouns worksheets. It may be helpful to review examples of
possessive pronouns in sentences before working through the practice items below. If you are looking for possessive pronoun practice for elementary school kids, then the following possessive pronouns exercises and printable worksheet will be helpful. Soon it will be time to move beyond possessive pronouns to focus on more advanced rules for
possessive in grammar. The correct answers are bold. In addition, we also have over 800 interactive PDF ESL worksheets, breakout room activities and games for online English teachers to use in their classes. ESL Printable Vocabulary Worksheets and Exercises for KidsEnglishwsheets.com provides free esl printable pdf worksheets for you. Ask
students to determine which possessive pronoun goes with which subject pronoun. she - Which two possessive pronouns are used for "she"?it - Which possessive pronoun is used for "it"? That ring has lost (its, it’s) shine. On each page of the website, you will find high-quality and professional ESL teaching activities both free and paid. Obeying the
rules of grammar helps improve your English accuracy. Quality ESL grammar worksheets, quizzes and games - from A to Z - for teachers & learnersPOSSESSIVE PRONOUNS Grammar Worksheet Possessive Pronouns15 sentences (fill in the gaps to complete each sentence); with ANSWER KEYIntermediate LevelApproximately 15 minutes Download
the PDF file by clicking on the goldbutton below! ACTIVITY SUGGESTION
Before giving this worksheet to your students, review and discuss the different possessive nouns.Wrap-up by having students compare answers with classmates, and then choose one or two students to write their answers on the board: (1) ours; (2) theirs, etc.
Correct and discuss and mistakes. This worksheet is appropriate for use with kids in second or third grade and includes an answer key.View & Download PDF Don't peek at the answers below until you (or your students) have worked through the practice questions above. you - Which two possessive pronouns are used for "you"? The more learners
practice as they expand their knowledge and skills, the more proficient they'll become. Let’s go to Paul’s house. All the sections, subtopics and language points are clearly categorized and levelled with shortcut buttons to direct you quickly and easily to your desired teaching resource. Let’s go to his house. ESL Printable Flashcards and Game Cards
for KidsUsing flashcards and game cards is of vital importance for teaching vocabulary at every stage of the class. That game is ours. All of our teaching materials are editable and can be easily adapted to students from different countries and cultures. The possessive pronoun used for the subject pronoun "he" is his.The possessive pronouns used for
the subject pronoun "she" are her and hers.The possessive pronoun used for the subject pronoun "it" is its. Flashcards are an excellent way to present, practise and review vocabulary. Our teaching resources cover levels of English from beginner (A1) through to upper-intermediate (B2). If you want complete access to all the PDF teaching materials in
an unrestricted and editable format, we also offer exclusive online membership packages. Staff Writer Teach-This.com provides over 2000 printable ESL activities, worksheets, games and lessons to help you teach all the core skills associated with language learning: speaking, listening, reading, writing, pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar. Free
ESL Printable Grammar and Vocabulary Worksheets, English Exercises, EAL Handouts, ESOL Quizzes, EFL Activities, TEFL Questions, TESOL Materials, English Teaching and Learning Resources, Fun Crossword and Word Search Puzzles, Tests, Picture Dictionaries, Classroom Posters, Matching Exercises and Flashcards For Kids ESL Printable
Grammar Worksheets and Exercises for KidsGrammar is the ways that words can be put together in order to make sentences. Select the correct possessive pronoun for each of the following sentences: Is this (your, yours) coat? Every teaching activity comes with a detailed description to help you decide which resource will best suit your needs.
Answers appear after the printable worksheet. ESL Printable Fairy Tales Reading Comprehension Worksheets and ExercisesReading fairy tales is important for a student's imagination and improves reading comprehension in a fun way. The rewritten sentences are below, with the possessive pronouns marked in bold. Here in our grammar section you
can find, view, download and print English Grammar Worksheets, Fun ESL Exercises, Tests, Multiple Choice Questions, Reading Comprehension Questions, Dialogues, Gap Fill Exercises, Word Order Exercises, Conjugation Activities, Speaking Cards, Writing Exercises, Word Lists, Classroom Posters, Handouts, Quizzes, English Language Learning
Resources for kids, teenagers, adults, parents and teachers. That game is my family’s. Explain how each one relates to a subject pronoun. The possessive pronouns used for the subject pronoun "I" are my and mine. It is (our, ours) turn. I - Which two possessive pronouns are used for "I"? Look at the boy’s hat. he - Which one possessive pronoun is used
for "he"? Look at (her, hers) funny hat. You can use hundreds of our teaching resources for free, without the need to sign up. Here in our reading section you can find, view, download and print Fairy Tales Reading Comprehension Worksheets and Exercises, Fairy Tales Reading Texts, Reading Comprehension Questions, True False Questions,
Sequencing the Story Exercises and Gap Fill Exercises English Language Learning Resources for kids, teenagers, adults, parents and teachers.
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